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Is Restaurant Furniture Design More Important Than
Quality and Durability?

Floyd Buenavente October 30, 2013

Fitting out or refurbishing a café or restaurant takes a lot of consideration in terms
of choosing the right style and design to complement a theme.

(Newswire.net -- October 30, 2013) Brisbane, QLD -- Any restaurant or café owner who
are considering adding an outdoor dining option for patrons can take advantage of the
additional seating space. This might include adding outdoor cafe tables and chairs to a
terrace or balcony or even out on the footpath, if the local council allows so.

 

Even hotel owners can benefit from having an outdoor area wherin a few  hotel furniture and bar stools can be
placed. This is especially true for those hotels and bars that have smokers frequenting the establishment. Offering all
patrons the option of dining inside or outside simply makes business smoother overall.

 

The problem many establishment owners have is trying to source a good quality wholesale supplier of hospitality
furniture. Hence, most of them make purchases from retailers, which can result in paying more than necessary for
the precise same items.

 

Nextrend Furniture specialises in providing high quality wholesale commercial furniture to the hospitality industry.
They are aware of the unique tastes and requirements of each café and restaurant owners and the varying needs of
each hotel and bar.

 

Nextrend offers a diverse selection of different styles and designs in the furniture ranges available, from sleek and
modern to classic and comfortable. Nextrend strives to carry and offer only high quality, durable furniture that is
suitable for the high-traffic needs of the hospitality industry.

 

Nextrend Furniture as wholesalers always carries an extensive amount of stock. This ensures that any orders, no
matter how large or small, can be fulfilled and shipped immediately to minimise any disruption to business.

 

For more information about buying wholesale café and restaurant furniture, please visit:

 

Nextrend Furniture

10 Campbell Street, Bowen Hills
Brisbane, QLD 4006
1300 559 965 
www.nextrendfurniture.com.au
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